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A b s t r a c t 

An event of charge-exchange scattering 'll+p-~>'kp+(l. with subsequent decayr~e-+e\e-:.e-t 

has been observed in scanning,the photographs obtained in the hydrogen-filled diffusion 

cloud chamber placed into magnetic field and e?tposed to the 160 Mev 'li"--meson beam. One 
~0 - 9 decay of this mode was detected ~.per 2500 events. of ]I -meson decays via the usual schemeN~2J 

The estimation· of the . 1iQ -meson mass gives the value 141 !. 8 Mev,. In the rest system of 

TL
0

-meson· the opening angles of pairs are equal'to 7° and la0
, and the. angle between the 

pair planes does not exceed '37°< Thle other possible interpretations of the event observed 

have a very small probability. · 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

As' is known, besides the ·usual decay 

'ko-+- 2o (1) 

on the average about one Tto ~meson in 80. decays via the scheme suggested by Dali tz I I I : 

51°- e-+ e+-t ~ (2) 

This mode of decay may be· interpreted to be. an internal conversion of one of 0 -ray:J 

in the field of another : Q .;_ray. The process of a double internal conversion is also poE,I

sible; it leads 'to rrl0-meson decay into two electron-positron pairs•: 
I 

9i0
__.. e + e+-t e.-+e.+ ('J) 

According to the theoretical calc~lations1 2 1 the probability of the decay ('J) with 

respect to the· usual decay (I) is equal to 'J,47xlo-5 (if the ll't0 -meson' spin is zero), A~~ 

the particles produced by the. decay of :n:·-mesons via decay scheme (J) are charged and so, 

they are easily detected in the cloud or bubble chamber. Therefore·, the observation of such 

decays in the chamber can give an important information on .31:' -meson properties. Thus, mea

suring the momenta of all four'electrons'from the curvature radii in the magnetic field one 

can determine the mass of. lit0
-meson and the investigation ~f th~ angillar c~rrelation between 

'the pair planes makes it possible to find.directly,a spin and a parity offfi'
0
-meson 12 ,JI. 

However, due to the extremely small probability the-systematic' experimental investigation pf 

the process (J) is rather difficult. We know only one case of such a decay which was des

cribed in the literature. Investigating the production of heavy unstable particles 'in cos-

. ·mic rays with a controlled cloud chamber Hodson, Ballam1 Arnold et al.1 4 1 have found an event 

which kinematics is consistent with that. of the decay·. K+- Tt+(r+J+3i0
+ Q.) 51~ eO:.e.t.e-+e+, 

Since in this investigation only 60 y± ·-decays' were register~d and not ~n all of. them :Jf'0 -

mesons were produced, the probability .of. the ~ecay (J) detection was very small. As the 

authors themselves note the detection of the decay (J) under the conditions oftheir experi

ment in which not a single event of more. probable decay (2) was registered, is unusual sta- · 

tistical fluctuation. The opening angles between an electron and a positron 1n the oase1 41 
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turned out· to be so small (0.5° and 1.7° ,in the lab_.system) that it was not possible to deter

mine the angle between pair planes. 
' - (;:'0 The present paper deals with the event of charge-exchange scattering tjL .. r~:JI ... n with the 

" - + - + subsequent decay 3"[ .. e+€.+(.+e registered in the diffusion cloud chamber' (Fig I.). 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAiLS 

The photograph of the decay described here was taken in .the course of investigation of · 

the 5t--rneson scattering by protons in the diffusion cloud chamber filled with hydrogen up to 

25 atmospheres. The inside diameter of the chamber was J80 mm, the sensitive volume heigth at 

7 deg/cm temperature gradient was equal to 6-7 em. The cloud chamber was placed into the cons

tant magnetic field of 9000 gauss (at the center of the sensitive volume). The magnetic field 

varill.tion in the sensitive volume of the chamber does not exceed with height J,5% and with ra

dius 2,5%. The topography of the magnetic field was taken with .the help of a magnetometer ope

rating on the principle of the Hall effect and callibrated by the proton resonance method*)• 

The photographs were taken by a stereophotocamera 'with two. objectives " reJUfOC-J7" (f=62mm) 

on llaHXpoM-X J5 rom film of sensitivity equal to 1000 units rOCT • The objectives 11re1IHOC- J7" 

were corrected-for the distortion arising in photographing through the upper glass windows of 

the chamber 25 mm thick and had the resolution 50 linesjmm-in·the center of the field of vision. 

The base of the stereophotocamera is equal to 120 mm, the object distance is about I meter. 

The diffusion cloud chamber was exposed to the beam of 3t--mesons of 160 Mev mean energy . . ' 

from the·Joint Institute for Nuclear Research synchrooyolotron. The beam intensity was kept _so 

that in the average J0-40 tracks of 9[--mesons were. registered in each photograph. The opera-

tion cycle. of the chamber was equal to 8 sec~ In the set of expositions about 90000 stereopho

tographs were taken; in scanning them besides 1400 events of the elastic rri:p -scattering, 

26 events' of charge-exchange scattering with the fol~owing decay rt0~ e:.e~o, the event 

~(+ p ~ m-"_. Yl.. , 5T0
-7> e-... e ""-+ e-+ e+ discussed here was found. The results of treatment of 14 decays 

51°-7' e-... ef.+ 0 ~ere published by us earlier 16 1. 

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

As is seen from Fig. I. which gi~es the stereophotograph of the event analyzed the track 

of one of ~-~mesons III passing through th~ chamber cuts off inside the sensitive layer, and 

from the cut-off point four particles of the ionization close to jinimum are emitted: two 

of them being positive IJ and· 51 and two- negative 12 and 41. 

*) We wish to thank D.P. Vasilevskaja and Yu.N. Denisov for their permission to use this 
device. ' · 

I 
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The event was measured by the reprojection method. Thedevioe and themain characteris

tics of the reprojector are analogous to.those desc~ibed in the paper1 71. The: following mea-

·surements were made directly by the reprojection method: 

1) the curvature radif of all five tracks; 

2) angles <k between an insident • !IT":..meson. and. each .decay. partici~;. 

J) azimuthal angles . fo ~.f each decay particle; · '• 

· 4) depth angles 0 , that is, angles between the direction of a particle ,and the hori..:. 

sontal plane. Angles d.. ' ~.and 0 for o~e dec~y.particle are schematically shown in Fig. 2. 

Curvature radii of the tracks were measured with the help of; pattern as well as by the 

coordinate method using the microscope YUM-22. Both methods of me!'l-surement have given equal: 

results within the experimental errors~ The measurement accuracy of-the curvature radius of 

each track depends upon the value of curvature, the length and the· directionof'the _track in 

space. Corrections for inhomogeneity of'the magnetic field ( N2%) and .. for the film shrincage 

(;,;1%) were introduQed into the values of particle momenta which' were obtained· from the' measu

red radii and depth angles if · . ·Corrections due to distortion·.of the optical· system.and. to 

the fact that the track image· on the film·is'theconical.projection of the. real track,, were 

· not. taken into account in the coordinate. method ·measurements because they .were very' small. 

The estimates showed that the multiple scattering of particles in the·gas of· a chamber as well 

1s bremsstrahlung radiation had no importance here. 

Table I presents the values of the. curvature radii obtained as the average measurement .A 

data on the two photos of a stereopair by the reprojection and·coordinate methods as well as 

the corresponding particle momenta~ Errors indicated for·radii are the maximum.mea.surement 

errors •. For momenta the total errors are given·taking into account: the inaccuracy of 

measurements of the curvature radii and depth. angles, and the. inambiguity connected with 

· introducing corrections. 

Tab 

========== ==================================================== ======================= 
Nubmer of Particle 
tracks 

I ~-

2 

J 
4 

5 

Curvature radius ' 
(em)-

105 :!: 5 
20 :!: 4 

J.75.:!: 0~15 
. ;4.2 :!: 0.1 

29:!: J 

Momentum 
(Mevjc) 

272 :!: 16 
72 :t 18 

1J.9 :!: 0.7 
15.8 :!: 0.5 

100 :!: lJ 

=============================-======================= 
Ioni~ation density-caused.by particles in the chamber was estimated visually, and for 

all the particles did not exceed more than 1.5 times the minimum one. The comparison ·of .the 

obtained particle momenta with their ionization shows that all the decayparticles are 
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electrons. 

The .. measured angles fi.... , P _and d ·are listed in Table II. The accuracy ·of the angle. 

measurement is equal to+ 1°• Corrections for. angles due to the film shrincage are negli-- . 

· gibly small. 

Table II 

r~~~~:===r=====;:;:~:~:==== ================== ================== ===================== 

--------- -----------------
2. 

J 

4 

5' 

e 

e+ 

e 

e+ 

'd. 

lJ8° 

1J8° 

127° 

128° · .. 

-~ ~ 

. 84° 42° 

94° 42° 

·'-56° -41° 

-48° -J60 

-======================================================================================= 
The direction and the value of the,total momentum of.all four electrons is easily ob-

tained from the measured electron momenta and angles ot. and ~ ~ =(147~26)Mev/c; 

· eXt .= 15J±2°-, the total energy of all .the elec!<rons being 202 ~ J2 Mev. It follows from 

the kinematics of the process 511- p ~ ~0 + n at the. kinetic m---meson energy. 166 ± 14 Mev 
. - . . . 0 

·(this oorresponds·to the measured-~ -meson momentum 272 ~ 16 Mev/c) that m -meson emitted 

at the angle 15J0 ~ 2° must have the momentum 16J ~ 7 Mev/c and the total energy 212 ~ 6 Mev. 
. 0 . 

Thus, four electrons are kinematically equivalent to ~-meson emitted in the reaction· 

m--=t r~ ,ffi'0
+ yt at the angle 15J0 ~ 2°. 

Relatively large errors in the 'value of the total energy and the ·total. momentum' of the 

four electrons make it possible. to estimate only roughly rr£0 -meson mass •. However, taking 

··into account some kinematic relation:s.~onnecting :JI'
0 -meson mass.with the measured values of 

momenta and angles we can make the ~0-meson mass more definite. This value which is found 

to be 141 ~ 8 Mev agrees within the experimental errors. with usually accepted mass of 1J5 Mev. 

Table III gives the angles between particles and pair planes calculated in the laboratory 
' . 

system and the rest system of ~0-meson as well as electron momenta in the rest system of 
0 - . m -meson. To calculate these values such limits of the variation of particle momenta within 

.the experimental errors indicated in Table I were taken·which kinematically corresponds to 
0 ' . 
~ -meson mass 1J5 Mev. 

·particle. 

e 
e+ 

e 
e+ 

Tab 1 e III 

================================== 
Lab. s y s t e m 

Angle between 
particles 

Angle between 
planes -

---------+--------------! 
·-e-t..~ 6 5+1 o ' e..e. 0 loo .. 

n- • - -~ = 75 ~ 
eae· 

. e'tS" .=;6.5~1.5° 

==========b=============== ==~=~~~~==~=~~=== 

==================~====~======== 
3f -meson 

56-.1 
11.9 

9.0 
58.7 

======== 

~),=7~2° 

e\~=12~4o 
~ <'J70 

•o;;;o;========:==='============-.-

f 

:{ 
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In the rest system of ~0 -meson the decay· particles produce two electro~~positron pairs with 

small angles b.e.tween an el~ctron and a positron (Table III) and with equal and appositively · 

dire'cted momenta; the sum of momentum projections on the coordinate· axis being balanced with 

great accuracy. (In principle one can consider the event observed to be ~0 -meson decay -into 

two electron-positron pairs with an opening angle close to 180°. However, according tolilthe 

emission of such two wideangle pairs as a result of the internal conversion is about 400 times 

less probable than that of a pair with angles Nl0°). 

· . As the opening angles 9 between pair particles are comparatively small, the angle between 

pair planes can be determined only_ with great error • The calculations show that in the rest 

system of !f"C
0-meson its value does. not exceed J7° although ,the· angles close to 90° are more 

probable for a pseudoscalar meson. 

POSSIBLE EXAMPLES OF Tlffi OTHER INTERPRETATIONS 

We shall consider a number of possible explanations of the event observed. 
·-a) Let W0 -m~son resulting from char~e-exchange scattering decays via the scheme(!) into 

two a -rays which ~re c~nverted then into el~ctron-positron pai~s at such a close distance from 

the decay point of ~0-meson that it cannot be resoived in the photograph~ The probability of 

. both. a-rays conversion into hyd_rogen of the chamber within I mm (the track width isN0.5 mm) 

- . ·is equal to 2.2 x 1o;..12 • As on all the films 1400 events of the elastic !ir=p-scattering viere 

detected, and the. ratio of cross sections for charge-exchange an_d elastic c;C-p scattering 

for these energies is l.a1 6 1, the total number of arO-mesons de'cayed in .the chamber is equal 

to 2500. Thus, in our experiment, the probability of observation of both o -rays conversion 

within I mm is equal to 5.5 x 10~9 • 
b) If the !iTo -meson decays via the scheme (2) and then ~-ray fs converted within- I mm 

from the decay point of rnr- meson, the probability of observation .of such an event in our 

experiment amounts to 4.7 x 10-5 • 

c) The kinetic energy of ffi'--meson 166 :t 14 Mev exceeds a little the threshold of the 

reaction ~JC+p~:rt~!ll0+ n. which is equal to 160 Mev. Therefore, when · ITr0 -mesons produced in 

this reaction decay via the scheme (2.) we can observe the event analogous to that undercon

}_ideration. According to the rough estimation in which the use was made of- the cross section 

•for the above reaction 7 x·lO-JO cm2 , calculated for the ~--mesop_ energy 260 Mevl 91,the pro.:.. 

bability of the detection of such events is much more ·less than 9 x 'lo-5. The extremely good 

agreement of the kinematics· of the event observed with that of the decay (J) contradict also 

this interpretation. 

d) According to the estimation1 21 only one 9T0 -meson out of 29000 decays via the scheme 

(J). Consequently, the probability of observation of such a decay from the experimental data 
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electrons. A 

The measUred angles c:J.._ , ? and r, are listed in Table II. The accuracy ·of the angle 

measurement is equal to :!: 1 ~. Corrections for angles due to the film shrincage are negli

. gibly small. 

T a b 1 e II 

[--------~r----------------~,----- . 
,r~=~r=~~~~=~~~==~~-T==~=r= 

===================== 
0 

84° 42° 

.3 

4 

5" 

e+ 

e 

e+ 

138° 

127° 

128° 

94° 42° 

-56° -410 

-48° -360 

·=========~=========~=======d==================~======================================== 

The direction and the value of the, total momentum of all four electrons is -easily _ob-

tained from the measured electron momenta and angles c:f.. · and ~ \ =(147;t26)Mev/c; 

eXt.= 15J;t2°·, the total energy of all .the elect<rons being 202 :!: 32 Mev. It follows from 

the kinematics of the process 511- r -t ~0 + n at the kinetic ffi"--meson energy 166 t 14 Mev 
. .· . . 0 

(this corresponds ·to the measured Si--meson momentum 272 :!: 16 Mev/c) that . !JT -meson .emitted 

at the angle 153°:!: 2° must have the momentum 163:!: 7 Mev/c and the total energy 212.:!: 6 Mev. 

Thus, four electrons are kinematically equivalent-to ~a~meson emitted in the reaction . . 

ffi"4 p~ ?To+ n at the angle 153° :!: 2° • 

Relatively large errors in the value of the total energy and the-total momentum of the 

four electrons make it possible to estimate only roughly !JT
0 -meson mass. However, taking 

into account some kinematic relations ~onnecting m0 -meson mass with the measured.values of 
. 0 

momenta and angles_we can make the ~-meson mass more definite. This value which is found 

to be 141 :!: 8 Mev agrees within the experimental errors with usually accepted mass of 135 Mev. 

Table III gives the angles between particles ~nd pair planes calculated in the laboratory 
' 0 system and the rest system of ~- -meson as well as electron momenta in the rest system of 

0 .,._ . .· 
DT -meson. To calculate these values such limits of the variation of particle momenta within 

.the experimental errors indicated in Table I were taken which kinematically_ corresponds to 

· at0 -mes'on mass 135 Mev.· 

III 

================~=========~=======~================================ 

2 

3 
4 
5 

======== 

e 
e+ 

e 
e+ 

========== 

Lab. s y s t e m 

Angle between 
particles 

--e;~--------ce = 6.5+1° 
23 -

e..e . 
.e~. =6.5;tl.5° 

=============== 

Angle between 
planes · 

e..e, .. 
-\f = 75°;tl0° 

==~=~==~========= 

56.1 
.ll.9 

9.0 
58.7 

======== 

9n=7;t2o 

e =12+4° 
\$" -

~ < 370 

~=======~==============~ 

' 

I{ 
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In the rest system of ~0 -meson the decay particles produce two electro~~positron pairs with 

small angles b.etween an electron and. a positron (Table III) and with equal and appositively · 
" 

directed momenta; the sum of momentum projections on .the coordinate axis being balanced with 

great accuracy. (In principle one can consider the event observed to be !l'i
0 -meson decay .into 

two electron~positron pairs with an opening angle close to 180°. Howe~er, according tolilthe 

emission of sue~ two wideangle pairs as a result of the internal conversion is about 400 times 

less probable than that of a pair with angles ~l0°). 

·.As the opening ·angles a between pai:r;o particles are comparatively small, the angle between 

pa~r planes can .be deter.mined only with great error • The calculations show. that in the rest 

system of :1'(
0-meson its valu~ does not exceed J7° although.the ·angles close to 90° are more 

probable for a pseudoscalar meson. 

POSSIBLE EXAMPLES OF Tlffi OTHER INTERPRETATIONS 

We shall consider a number of possible explanations of the event observed. 
''. 

a) Let ~0-meson resulti.ng from char~e-exchange scattering decays via the scheme(I) into 

two a -rays which are converted then into el~ctron-positronpairs at such a ~lose distance from 

the decay point of gj'
0
-meson that it cannot be resoived in the photograph. The probability of 

'both o-~ays conv~rsion into hydrogen of the chamber within I mm (the track width isN0.5 inm) 

is equa:l to·. 2.2 x .io:.12 • As on all the films· 1400 events of the elastic. 1C=p-scattering were 

detected, and the. ratio of cross sections for charge-exchange and elastic <JC-p scattering 

for these energies is 1.81 61, the total number of af0-mesons decayed in the chamber is equal 

to 2500. Thus, in·our experiment, the probability of observation of both ··a-rays conversion 

within I mm is equal to 5.5 x 10-9• 

b) If the !iTo -meson decays via the scheme (2) and then (f-ray i's converted within I mm 

from the decay point of rrr- meson, the probability of observation.of such an event in our 
-5 experiment amounts to 4.7 x 10 • 

c) The kinetic energy of 51--meson 166 :t 14 Mev exce.eds a little the threshold of' the 

reaction ~JC-t- p -to :it~ :rt0
+ rt which is equal to 160 Mev. Therefore, when m"0 -mesons produced in 

this reaction decay via the scheme (2) we can observe the event analogous to that under con

sideration. According to the rough estimation in Which the use was made Of· the cross section .... ' . 

"tor the above reaction 7 x ·10-JO cm2 , calculated for the ~--meson energy 260 MeviSI,the pro-

bability of the detection of suoh.events is much. more ·less than 9 x ·10-5• The extremely good 

agreement of the kinematics· of the event observed with that of the decay (J) contradict also 

this interpretation. 

d) According to the estimation1 2 1 only one 9T0 -meson out of 29000 decays via the scheme 

(J). Consequently, the probability of observation of such a decay from the experimental data 
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obtained here is about 0.09. The comparison of this·value with those of a),b),c) as· well as 

a good agreement with kinematics leave no doubt in the validity of observation of th~ decay 
.:Ti0 -* e.-+e+ .. e-+€.."". . 

·' C o·n c 1 us ion 

As 1t was stated above 1 in decaying the 31""-meson into two electron-positron pairs 1 

there exisfs a certain angul~r corre.latii:m between pair planes the investigation of which 

makes it p'ossible. to determine the. spi~ a~d p~r:i.ty of the mo -meson. The correlation func-

tion is · W(\f) I"J 1 + A. _~il{l, 
where lf is the angle between pair planes. Kroll and Wada 12 1 have found that. for 'JT0 -meson 

·spin 0 the coefficie~t of. co~relation A is equal to :!: 0.19. Here the s~n "plus" reffers 

to an even !it:
0
-meson, "minus"·- to an odd one.·· The, correlation is· much more larger than that--

between planes o~ pairs produced by i _;~ys from the reaction Of0~ 2-o 19 ,lOI. In the 

paper by JosephiJ!*) the angu~ar correlation for spin and parity ~f .!Ji'0 -meson. 2:!:. was ana-

lyzed'arid it was shown that in this case 1A <: 0.19. 

Thus,· even in the most favourable case I f.. = 0.19 it is necessary to observe relatively 

large number of decay~ (J) (of the order of some hundreds) to draw definite conclusions con

cerning the spin and parity of ;o-meso.ns on the base . of. this experimental data.· Although 
'. ' • ' "' • ? • ·: : ~ • • I 

such an experiment takes a lot of time it can be performed if increasing the efficiency of 

the decay detection by observing ~-=- p -capture in a liquid hydrogen bubble chamber. 

In' conclusion the authors express their gratitude to. D.V. Shirkov for' discussing this 
' ' . 

problem, L.I •. Krasnoslobodtseva, T.s. Sazhneva and Yu.I. Saikina for scanning the photographs. 
v, ~.. ~' • ' •• : < 

.. 
. .. 

\t 

*) Vie are much obliged to Dr. n.w. Joseph who has kindly sent tis his paper before the 
publication. 
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Stereophotograph of the event of c~ge-exchange . ' ' 

scattering <Jr+ p-i>'JT0
-t n. with the subsequent decay 

<Jr"~ e.-+e_++e.-e+ taken in the hydrogen-field diffusion 

cloud chamber. 
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